A monthly payment of $750 to $1,000 would allow thousands of homeless people to find in-

famous homes, from hotel rooms to board-

ings, to shared apartments or with family

friends, according to a policy brief by four

professors at the Los Angeles Academ-

ic. The positive results of pilot studies in

several cities, including Los Angeles, the researchers say the income could pro-

vide a lifeline to the nearly 100,000

homeless people in the city. The study

shows how the pay-

ments should be funded or

y. Instead, the authors,

who should receive the mon-

etary setbacks.

failing to disperse, a misdemeanor, a law enforcement source said.

Biden administration adds monument to established by Obama in 2014

Biden’s actions put in

formations along Northern California’s inner Coast

range. Biden’s actions put in

fine forests and dramatic rock

landscapes, activists say.

The operation capped two days

of police work that began after a

grand jury returned an indictment

against the leaders of anti-Israel
group Students for Justice in Israel

following a protest on campus.
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campment near the quad and tried to

arrest officers. They posted one

man who said he was a police

member on social media and false
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UCLA defends dismantling camp

More than 200 arrested

after police clear area

of protesters

By Matthew Ohmacht,

Cover Sherry,

Ruben Vives, Hannah Fry

and Richard Winton

ON THE nearby 198 people arrested, many were booked on suspicion of

failing to disperse, a misdemeanor, a law enforcement source said.
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